GLOBAL WAR TECH SHEET
TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH
Major Factories are the source of your Technology Research capacity. For every undamaged possessed Major
Factory in your Home Country, you get 1 Technology die roll per turn. You can only roll for a technology once per
turn. A damaged factory provides no rolls. Note: If you repair a damaged factory you get the Technology die roll
in the same turn. You cannot research beyond stage II before July 1939.
ADVANCED
ARTILLERY

Advanced Artillery is Artillery for all purposes except as follows: Improved attack and defence values
and may make an Attrition Attack a neighbouring land zone at “2”. When an Advanced Artillery unit
conduct an Attrition Attack to a neighbouring land zone, combat lasts one round only. Units present in
the land zone do not fire back.
Static
Attack: 4, Defend: 4
Move: 1, Cost: 4

Self-Propelled
Attack: 4, Defend: 4
Move: 2, Cost: 5

ADVANCED
MECHANIZED
INFANTRY

Advanced Mechanized Infantry is Mechanized Infantry for all purposes except as follows: Improved
attack and defence values and may pair 2:1 with blitzing with armour.
Attack: 4, Defend: 5, Move: 2, Cost: 4

HEAVY
ARMOR

Heavy Armour is Medium Armour for all purposes except as follows: Improved attack and defence
values and target selection at “1” (vehicle-class units).
Attack: 8, Defend: 7, Move: 2, Cost: 8 Blitz

JET
FIGHTER

Represents 1st generation jet engine fighters. Jet Fighter technology allows a nation to build Jet Fighters. Jet Fighters are Fighters for all purposes except as follows: Jet Fighters have improved attack and
defence and an interception value of “5”.
Attack: 8(5), Defend: 8(5), Move: 4, Cost: 12

HEAVY
STRATEGIC
BOMBER

A Heavy Strategic Bomber acts as regular Strategic Bomber for all game purposes except it has better
armament. A Heavy Strategic Bomber does 3D6 damage in strategic bombing and Attacks with carpet-bombing with five dice at “2”. Heavy Strategic Bombers defend during interception at “2”.
Attack: 3D6 strategic bombing damage/5D12 carpet bombing at 2. Defense 3(2) Move: 6 Cost: 13

LONG-RANGE
AIRCRAFT

As soon as a nation develops Long Range Aircraft technology it gets the following advantages:
• Strategic- and Heavy Strategic Bombers get +2 movement
• All other aircraft get +1 movement
• Medium Bombers get +1 Maritime Air Patrol range
Note: When a nation develops Long Range aircraft, all its existing aircraft are automatically upgraded.

ADVANCED
SUBMARINES

Advanced Submarines are Submarines for all purposes except as follows: Higher convoy raiding modifier (+4 instead of +2). Advanced Submarines can only be attacked during the Attackers combat phase
by an aircraft on Maritime Air Patrol (not with a paired Destroyer).
Attack: 4 Defence: 4 Move: 3 Cost: 7

ADVANCED
ASW (ANTISUBMARINE
WARFARE)

As soon as a nation develops ASW technology, it gets the following advantages: Defending
convoys gain a +1 to their convoy raiding roll. Any time a submarine makes a raiding roll the convoy gets a free Defense roll on a “2” against each raiding submarine.
In regular combat all Naval Transports Defend at “1” allocating any hit to Attacking
submarines.

STRATEGIC
ROCKETS

Rockets have no attack or defence value in normal combat. They are eliminated if they are
ever alone in a zone with an enemy land unit. A rocket can be fired at any target that can be
strategically bombed. The rocket has a range of 3 and does 1D6 damage. A rocket can
make a carpet-bombing attack at “2”. A rocket is transported like a vehicle-class unit.
Cost: 6
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GLOBAL WAR TECH SHEET CONT.
TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH
RADAR

Represents advanced naval and air detection capabilities. Radar gives the nation the following advantages:
Defending convoys gain +2 to their escort modifier roll
Air Bases may scramble an unlimited number of Fighters
Fighters gain +1 Interception

WARTIME
ECONOMY

Each turn during its Place Units and Collect Income Phase the nation rolls 2D6 and collects
that many additional IPPs. The nation’s base income does not go up. A nation must be at war
with a Major Power to get this income. British Commonwealth may divide the money each
turn among Great Britain, FEC and ANZAC.

IMPROVED
FACTORIES

As soon as a nation develops Improved Factories technology, It gets the following advantages: Minor Factories can produce 2 units per turn instead of 1. Medium Factories can
produce 5 units per turn instead of 3. Major Factories can produce 8 units per turn
instead of 5. A captured improved factory gives no benefit to the captor unless the captor
also has developed Improved Factories technology.

IMPROVED
CONSTRUCTION

When a nation develops Improved Construction technology it gets the following advantages:
All facilities and ships cost -1IPP per cycle. Instead of saving 1 IPP per cycle, a player
may pay for the first two construction turns at the same time: A facility that costs 5/5/5
could be built for 10/5. Minor Shipyards can produce 2 units per turn. Major Shipyards
can produce 8 units per turn.

HEAVY
BATTLESHIP

Heavy Battleships represent very large ships, usually in excess of 65,000 tons. Heavy Battleships are treated as regular battleships except as follows: Heavy Battleships require 3 hits to
kill. Each hit reduces the battleship’s Attack and Defence value by 2. Heavy Battleships are
purchased separately from regular battleships. Attack: 10, Defend: 10, Move: 3, Cost: 7/7/7

HEAVY
CARRIER

Heavy Carriers represent the largest types of carriers in the Second World War. Heavy Carriers are treated as regular carriers except as follows: A Heavy Carrier can carry three Fighters
or Tactical Bombers (or any combination thereof). Heavy Carriers are purchased separately
from other carriers.
Attack: 0, Defend: 2, Move: 3, Cost: 6/6/6

ATTACK
TRANSPORT

Represents specialized troop transports designed for amphibious invasions. Such vessels often featured well-decks to launch amphibious landing craft. During an amphibious assault,
units attacking from an Attack Transport do not suffer double casualties. Any land unit
may Attack on round 1 of combat from an Attack Transport. Cost: 9 Attack Transports
are otherwise identical to regular transports.
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